
 
Vocabulary Exam  

 
contemptuous  illicit  abstract  melancholy  mere  aloof  foliage  inordinately  morbid  formidable 

invoke  tranquility  vague  quaint  malevolent  nimble  dispersed  simultaneous  rigid  antagonize  

 

 

VAGUE 1. not clear or definite  

INVOKE 2. appeal to; enforce; refer to  

QUAINT 3. charming in an old fashioned sort of way 

DISPERSED 4. scattered 

MORBID 5. to be interested in gruesome subjects like death or accidents  

MELANCHOLY 6. a soft or gentle sadness 

SIMULTANEOUS 7. at the same time 

ILLICIT 8. not legally permitted; unlawful  

ALOOF 9. distant; detached; arrogant 

FOLIAGE 10. leaves; plants; vegetation  

ABSTRACT 11. theoretical; conceptual; not concrete  

FORMIDABLE 12. difficult to deal with; frightening 

TRANQUILITY 13. calm; peacefulness  

MERE 14. nothing more than  

CONTEMPTUOUS 15. having no respect for 

RIGID 16. stiff and difficult to bend 

NIMBLE 17. able to move quickly and lightly 

INORDINATELY 18. extremely; excessively; overly  

ANTAGONIZE 19. to cause a person to be hostile to; provoke 

MALEVOLENT 20. evil 

 



 
Vocabulary Exam  

 
contemptuous  illicit  abstract  melancholy  mere  aloof  foliage  inordinately  morbid  formidable 

invoke  tranquility  vague  quaint  malevolent  nimble  dispersed  simultaneous  rigid  antagonize  

___________________________1. not clear or definite  

___________________________2. appeal to; enforce; refer to  

___________________________3. charming in an old fashioned sort of way 

___________________________4. scattered 

___________________________5. to be interested in gruesome subjects like death or accidents  

___________________________6. a soft or gentle sadness 

___________________________7. at the same time 

___________________________8. not legally permitted; unlawful  

___________________________9. distant; detached; arrogant 

___________________________10. leaves; plants; vegetation  

___________________________11. theoretical; conceptual; not concrete  

___________________________12. difficult to deal with; frightening 

___________________________13. calm; peacefulness  

___________________________14. nothing more than  

___________________________15. having no respect for 

___________________________16. stiff and difficult to bend 

___________________________17. able to move quickly and lightly 

___________________________18. extremely; excessively; overly  

___________________________19. to cause a person to be hostile to; provoke 

___________________________20. evil 



TKAM Vocabulary  

rigid contemptuous antagonize illicit  abstract simultaneous melancholy aloof  morbid  formidable 

invoke tranquility foliage vague inordinately quaint malevolent nimble mere dispersed  

 

77. to cause a person to be hostile to; provoke  

78. at the same time 

79. a soft or gentle sadness  

80. able to move quickly and lightly  

81. calm; peacefulness  

82. charming in an old fashioned sort of way  

83. having no respect for  

84. difficult to deal with; frightening  

85. distant; detached; arrogant  

86. evil  

87. extremely; excessively; overly  

88. stiff and difficult to bend  

89. leaves; plants; vegetation  

90. not clear or definite  

92. not legally permitted; unlawful 

92. nothing more than 

93. scattered 

94. theoretical; conceptual; not concrete 

95. to be interested in gruesome subjects like death or accidents 

96. appeal to; enforce; refer to 


